[Relations of the EEG local and spatialtemporal spectral characteristics changes under hypoxia in humans].
Spatial temporal and local EEG characteristics were studied in healthy subjects during inhalation of hypoxic oxygen-nitrogen gas mixture with 8 % content of oxygen. Analysis of spectra power density, coherence, phase shift, similarity of dominant frequencies in the EEGs of different derivations was performed separately for the EEG epochs with and without visually detected patterns of spatial synchrony of the EEG. Apart from this, a fact of dominance of the frequency in the EEG spectra of corresponding derivation was taken into account when estimating spectral parameters. Results of the study showed that, in general, under hypoxia, the EEG coherence in alpha- and delta-frequency range decreases as compared to the background level, in beta-range growth of this parameter is observed, in theta-range ambiguous changes occur: in the epochs with patterns of spatial synchrony--growth, in other epochs--lowering. Under hypoxia, also occurs growth of frontal and temporal EEGs' phase shift (corresponding to EEGs other derivations) in delta- and theta-range. In beta-range, on the contrary, average level of the phase shift decreases. It was revealed that taking into account the fact of dominance of frequency in the local EEG spectra is necessary for correct interpretation of the EEG spatial and temporal parameter analysis' results. A mathematical model of interaction between processes with different frequency characteristics is suggested, which explains some facts obtained in the study.